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WHAT IS EASTERN ORTHODOXY? (PART I)

he stunning revelation that one of our Redeemer families recently converted to Eastern Orthodoxy continues
to reverberate through our Church.1 Questions abound. Why wouldn’t they met with the Elders before
leaving? Why would they do this? Do they fully understand what they are doing? What is Eastern
Orthodoxy? Eastern Orthodoxy has become increasingly popular in America over the pass few years. There
are a number of reasons for this. For example, people often say that it conveys a greater sense of the mysterious and
the transcendant than one normally encounters in your typical Evangelical church. It also accents a strong continuity
with the past, and perhaps even more than that, people find that it offers a very dignified worship especially when
compared with the clap-happy atmosphere that characterizes much that passes for Evangelicalism today( especially
in the so-called ‘seeker’ churches were entertainment reigns surpreme). However, despite this appeal, the theological
distinctives Eastern Orthodoxy are what should concern us. Is it Biblical? How does it compare with the Reformed
Faith? The Eastern Orthodox Church (hereafter EOC) is often used interchangeably with that of Greek Orthodox
or Russian Orthodox or Antiochian Orthodox – all of which designate what is commonly known as Eastern (as
opposed to Western or Latin) Christianity, and is historically linked with the Byzantine Empire (395-1453 A.D.) and
its capital city, Constantinople.2 In answering the question “Who are the Orthodox?”, James Stamoolis, who made
the journey from Eastern Orthodoxy to Evangelicalism, wrote: “The Eastern Orthodox Church is best described as
the communion of churches recognizing the patriarch of Constantinople and in turn recognized by the patriarch as
belonging to the ‘family’ of Eastern Orthodox churches. This mutual recognition is based on adherence to
Orthodox faith and practice. While the highest-ranking prelate in the Orthodox Church is the ecumenical patriarch
of Constantinople, he does not have the same authority that the pope (or patriarch) of Rome exerts. The patriarch
of Constantinople is the ‘First among Equals’ of the ancient patriarchates: Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexandria, Rome,
and Constantinople. All but Rome still regard Constantinople as having a primacy among equals.”3
Rick Wade of Probe ministries tellingly observed, “for many if not most of us, Eastern Orthodoxy is a real mystery.
Images of bearded priests and candles, and the sounds of chanting come to mind. They are so far removed from us,
it seems. Are we really part of the same church? Such a question would be absolutely preposterous to them, of
course, for Orthodox are fond of pointing out that they stand closer to the ancient church than do Catholics or
Protestants.”4
The EOC claims to be the only church that stands in unbroken continuation with the Apostolic Church of
the first century. Both Roman Catholicism and Protestantism are viewed as having deviated from the great
tradition handed down by the Apostles. That said, it should be pointed out that the major theological
features of the EOC are substantially the same as the Roman Catholic Church (hereafter RCC), especially in
regards to the roles of the sacraments.
I

SACERDOTALISM5
The EOC, like the RCC, is centered around sacerdotalism, i.e., the church is characterized by belief
in the divine authority of the priesthood. The Latin word sacerdotium refers to a priestly work or
office. The Reformers restricted the use of the term to the Work of Christ.6 The EOC, like the
RCC, however both have as one of the seven sacraments “Holy Orders.” Contrary to the dogmatic
claims of the EOC and the RCC, this “tradition” does NOT go back to the Apostolic Church. “ In
the New Testament the two major human offices which are mentioned for the ongoing oversight of
the Church are distinctly different from the priesthood which had gone before. These offices are
those of ‘elder’ and ‘deacon.’ The ‘elder’ or ‘overseer’ is designated as the one who is called by God
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to teach and rule, and the ‘deacon’ is called to minister in a practical serving capacity. There are two
terms used for ‘overseer’ in the New Testament-presbuteros and episkopos: although these are translated
‘elder’ and ‘bishop’ respectively, they are used interchangeably in the New Testament. Paul and
Peter, for example, both use the terms elder and bishop to describe the same office. The word
presbuteros or ‘elder’ describes the position, while episkopos describes the function of the elder as one
who rules or oversees. And the New Testament exhorts believers to be submissive and obedient to
the elders God has placed in authority over them (cf. I Pet. 5:5; Heb. 13:17). The New Testament
does not use the term priest—hiereus—to refer to a separate office of Christian ministry. Similarly, in
the early writings of the Church no mention is made of priests in Christian ministry. There is a
parallel sometimes drawn between the offices of the New Testament and the ministerial functions of
the priesthood in the old dispensation—as found in the writings of Clement and Ignatius, for
example—but they do not teach that New Testament ministry and ministers are the same as in the
Old Testament. Clement in 1 Clement 40-41 uses the Old Testament priesthood as an illustration of
a principle of divine calling and orderliness. At that time, God specifically called and appointed
certain men to perform a specified ministry which was to be done in a particular way. He then
applies that principle to his readers under the New Testament dispensation, to warn them that God
still calls and appoints men to fulfill the role of pastor, elder and deacon, and that believers must be
careful to submit to the authorities that God has established in the Church. Clement never uses the
term ‘priest’ to describe a Christian minister. This is true of all the writings of the Apostolic Fathers.
Polycarp, Ignatius, Clement and The Didache all use the terms ‘bishop’ or ‘presbyter’ and ‘deacon’
when referring to those responsible for Christian ministry. These are the terms employed by the
New Testament itself. When these and other writers do use the Greek term for ‘priest’ (hiereus), it is
always in reference to the Old Testament or to the person of Christ. The first use of the word to
refer to Christian ministers is from the writings of Origen the third century Greek Father. Clement
of Alexandria, writing in the latter part of the second century, uses the word to describe all Christians
in general. It is with the fourth century Greek Fathers that we find the word hiereus universally
applied to describe a Christian minister. And it is with Tertullian in the West that the beginnings of a
sacerdotal function in the Christian ministry began to become evident, for he uses the Latin term
sacerdotium (priesthood) to describe a Christian minister. It is clear that by the beginning of the third
century Christian ministers were beginning to be viewed as priests similar to those of the Old
Testament.”7
CONCLUSION: John Muether, one of my professors at Westminster Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia (he now teaches at Reformed Theological Seminary in Orlando, FL.) correctly observed, “As
the doctrine of the church developed in medieval Catholicism, salvation took on a sacerdotal character.
Viewed as the perennial incarnation of Christ, the church was the automatic dispenser of the gift of salvation
through its sacraments. By themselves, the sacraments granted salvation to the partaker ex opera operato. The
Reformers were quick to reject sacerdotalism. God alone is the actor in our salvation. He works salvation in
his elect, through the redemptive work of Jesus Christ, the one mediator between God and man, and the
efficacious power of the Spirit working directly upon human souls. Contrary to medieval Catholic dogma,
there was nothing mechanical or magical about the instrumentality of the church. In short, the sacerdotal
confusion of the mediation of Christ with the mediation of the church was a denial of solus Christus.”8
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